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Abstract 

Introducing a carbon single coating is a popular method used to protect SiCf/Ti 

composites from severe interface reactions. However, carbon coatings lose their 

protective effect on SiC fibres at high temperature, even after a short period time. As 

such, given the strong demand for high temperature applications in aeronautics and 

astronautics a more coating which is more effective at high temperatures is desirable. 

In order to improve the high temperature interfacial stability of SiCf/Ti composites, a 

C/TiCx duplex coating system with different C contents in TiCx was introduced to 

explore the protection of fibres at 1200°C for 1h. The results show that the C/quasi-

stoichiometric TiC coating system protects the SiC fibres most effectively. Based on 
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insights from the evolution of the interface structure, TiCx has been identified as an 

interfacial reaction product from the C single coating, exhibiting a gradient in C content 

and grain size, which is different from a deposited TiC layer with a well-distributed 

composition and structure. The different coating structure gives rise to different ability 

to resist C diffusion at high temperatures, in which poor resistance ability appears in 

TiCx interfacial reaction layer coming from C single coating due to short-circuit 

diffusion in C-rich fine-grained TiC layer and fast intracrystalline diffusion trigged by 

amounts of vacancies in sub-stoichiometric coarse-grained TiC layer. Therefore, 

C/quasi-stoichiometric TiC duplex coatings with a thick, coarse-grained quasi-

stoichiometric TiC layer could effectively inhibit C diffusion by comparison to C single 

coatings, and is more effective than C/rich-carbon TiC duplex coatings due to the 

existence of short-circuit diffusion in the latter. As such, C/quasi-stoichiometric TiC 

duplex coatings appear to be an optimal diffusion barrier for SiCf/Ti composites at high 

temperature. 

Keyword: SiCf/Ti composites, C single coating, C/TiCx duplex coating, quasi stoichiometric 

ratio of TiC, carbon rich TiC 

 

1. Introduction 

Continuous SiC fibre reinforced titanium matrix composites (abbreviated as 

SiCf/Ti composites) have emerged as a promising candidate material for parts of 

propulsion systems and hypersonic aircraft owing to its significant advantage over 

conventional materials such as nickel-based superalloy, titanium alloy and steel, with 

respect to excellent mechanical properties such as high specific strength and modulus 

at high temperatures [1,2]. Nevertheless, severe interfacial reactions between the 

titanium alloy and SiC fibres fibre cause degradation of the fibre and, as a result, 

degrade the mechanical properties of the composites. This is a key limitation for  real 

world applications. For this material system, several strategies have been implemented 

to inhibit these deleterious interfacial reactions [3]. These include lower temperature 

consolidation using spark plasma sintering [4,5], the addition of alloying elements to 
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the Ti matrix [6,7], and coating the fibres with protective layer(s) [8,9]. Among these, 

coating the fibres with an inert coating system has proved the most viable approach. 

Until now, carbon coatings have been comprehensively employed as a reaction barrier 

coating to protect the SiC fibre and minimise interfacial reactions [6,9]. It has been 

confirmed that carbon coatings, and the TiC interfacial reaction layer perform well 

during fabrication and in-service at low temperature (< 800°C) [10]. However, carbon 

itself is not a thermo-chemical barrier layer as it reacts with Ti (Ti + C →TiC, 950°C, 

ΔG=-170 kJ/mol [9]) and hence is rapidly depleted. Thus, interfacial instability occurs 

at high temperatures (e.g. 1100°C), even over a relatively short period of time (e.g. 2 

hrs) [10]. Therefore, new coating systems are needed for demanding, high temperature 

applications such as hypersonic flight vehicles. Such applications require a material 

which can withstand high operating loads while maintaining dimensional stability, 

mechanical strength and toughness at high-temperatures. 

Currently, novel reaction barrier coatings such as chemical vapor deposited (CVD) 

TiC [3,9], TiBx [9,11,12,13], B4C [14,15] and Mo [16] are being investigated, along 

with inner carbon coatings which form C/X (X represents the outer protective coating) 

duplex coatings at high temperatures. For instance, the inter-diffusion and reaction of 

Ti/SiC can be effectively inhibited using TiB2 protective coatings [9,10], (especially 0.2 

μm TiB2 at the in-service temperature of 820 °C) which shows no apparent interfacial 

reactions up to 1000 °C [9]. However, B-rich TiB2 reacts with Ti to form needle/rod-

like TiB, which grows rapidly and reduces the effectiveness of the diffusion barrier as 

the temperature increases further [17,18,19]. Although CVD TiC coatings provide 

effective diffusion barriers, the high coating deposition temperature leads to a reduction 

in strength of the SiC fibres. Taking interfacial compatibility into consideration, TiC is 

the most effective compliant layer for retarding interfacial reactions [3, 9]. Further, it 

helps to accommodate the thermal residual stress caused by the coefficient of thermal 

expansion (CTE) mismatch of the carbon coating and titanium alloy matrix [3,9]. 

Though TiC is also formed by reactions between a carbon coating and titanium alloy, 

such a reaction results in a steep gradient in composition and microstructure of the 

resultant TiC layer. In contrast, deliberately prepared TiC coatings can be deposited 
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with a consistent composition and structure throughout the whole coating. As such there 

is a significant difference in interfacial stability between C/TiCx duplex coating and C 

single coating systems. However, the interface evolution of the TiC coating/Ti-alloy 

matrix is poorly understood. Understanding this evolution and the mechanisms by 

which it occurs would be highly beneficial and provide insights into how to optimise 

the performance of this system. 

This article aims to address this knowledge gap, and enable the optimisation of 

barrier coating systems for high temperature applications. Based on the literature 

[20,21], physical vapor deposited (PVD) TiC coatings are widely employed for various 

applications, however the properties and structure of these coatings are highly depend 

on C content. Consequently, two TiC coating systems with different C content were 

designed to optimise interfacial stability at high temperatures in this context. By 

comparison with the single carbon coating, it has been found that SiC fibres are better 

preserved under the protection of a C/TiCx duplex coating system with a quasi-

stoichiometric TiCx layer. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Material preparation 

(a) Protective coating fabrication 

Continuous SiC fibres consisted of a 100 μm diameter SiC monofilament with a 

15 μm diameter tungsten core and a 2~3 μm outer layer of a pure carbon protective film 

(provided by AECC Beijing Institute of Aeronautical Materials, China). In our work, 

TiCx coatings with different compositions were deposited onto the pure carbon coating 

using a reactive sputtering method based on the reaction of a Ti metal target with 

methane gas (CH4
＋＋Ti

－→TiCx＋2H2) to deposit the TiCx coating. Deposition was 

performed in a vacuum of 1×10-4 Pa. During the deposition, the temperature of the 

substrate was maintained at 400 oC, and the flow rates of the Ar carrier gas and CH4 

were precisely controlled to achieve the desired composition. The CH4 flow rate was 

controlled at 5 and 30 sccm to react with Ti ions sputtered from Ti target to prepare 

quasi-stoichiometric TiCx (abbreviated as QC-TiC) and carbon rich TiCx (abbreviated 
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as RC-TiC) coatings, respectively. The working pressure was set at 0.8 Pa during all 

depositions. All obtained TiC coatings were targeted to be 0.8 μm thick. 

(b) Composite fabrication 

After barrier coatings were fabricated, Ti17 alloy with a nominal composition Ti-

5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr (wt.%) was deposited on the coated SiC fibres (i.e. C single 

coating, C/RC-TiC duplex coating and C/QC-TiC duplex coating) using PVD (the wires 

after PVD deposition defined as precursor wires). Subsequently, the precursor wires 

were cut to the desired length and encapsulated in the Ti alloy canning using electron 

beam welding, followed by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 920 oC under a gas pressure 

of 120 MPa for 2 hours to consolidate the SiCf/Ti composites. In total, SiCf/C/Ti17, 

SiCf/C/RC-TiC/Ti17 and SiCf/C/ QC-TiC /Ti17 composites have been fabricated. 

Subsequently, the rod-like composites were cut into thin sections, with each section 

then encapsulated in a quartz glass tube and heat treated at 1200 oC for one hour. 

2.2  Materials testing and characterisation 

The chemical binding state and structure of two kinds of TiCx coating were 

analysed by ESCALAB-250 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), as well as high 

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of the TiCx coating using a field 

emission JEOL 2010F TEM. The cross-sectional morphologies and chemical 

composition of the interfacial reaction layers of SiCf/C/Ti17 and SiCf/C/TiCx/Ti17 

composites were characterised using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI nano 

450) and Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (Inca E 350). The microstructures of 

interfacial reaction layers were observed using a G 20 Ganta Transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) with a 200 kV electron beam. For TEM specimen preparation, a FEI 

Quanta 200 FEG Focused Ion Beam (FIB) was used to fabricate thin composite slices 

with a typical 100~200 nm thickness.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 The interfacial stability of SiCf/C/Ti17 composite with C single coating  

The consolidated SiCf/C/Ti17 composite was observed to have a 1.8μm thick 

interfacial reaction layer after being HIPed at 920oC/120MPa for 2h, as shown in Fig. 
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1a. The SiC fibre remained completely intact under the protection of the carbon coating, 

while a ~ 1.4 μm thick residual carbon layer survived after the composite fabrication. 

To assess the high temperature performance of the coating, the SiCf/C/Ti17 composite 

was exposed to 1200oC for 1hr. It was found that serious interfacial reactions occurred 

between the carbon coating and titanium alloy matrix, totally consuming the carbon 

coating, which failed to protect the SiC fibre, as evidenced by severe attack from Ti 

matrix (see Fig. 1d). Moreover, the interfacial reaction results in a significant volume 

change, causing increased porosity in the vicinity of the interfacial layer, and 

deformation and fracture of the reaction layer. Consequently, the reinforced SiC fibre 

reacted with the matrix and was destroyed.  

The distributions of C and Ti across the interfacial layer, as calculated using EDS, 

are shown in Fig. 1b/1c, and 1e/1f, respectively. The C distribution in the as-fabricated 

composite is clearly confined to a complete region corresponding to the as deposited 

carbon layer, whereas after heat treatment carbon is consumed seriously and distributed 

in a highly non-uniform manner which is not indicative of a uniform, adhesive layer. 

This is consistent with the observation that a single layer carbon coating does not 

effectively inhibit reactions between the SiC fibre and Ti matrix at high temperatures.  

 

Fig.1 Cross-sectional SEM images of C coated SiC fibre in Ti17 matrix : (a) the 
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interfacial reaction layer between the fibre and the matrix, (b) carbon elemental 

mapping; and (c) titanium elemental mapping of the as-fabricated SiCf/C/Ti17 

composites with C single coating; (d) the interfacial reaction layer between the fibre 

and the matrix, (e) carbon elemental mapping; and (f) titanium elemental mapping of 

SiCf/C/Ti17 composites with C single coating after 1200 oC for 1 hour. 

3.2 Interfacial stability of SiCf/Ti composites with C/TiCx duplex coating 

As the single layer carbon coating does not fully protect the SiC fibre from 

deleterious interfacial reactions at high temperatures, an additional TiC coating was 

introduced to address this limitation. As a novel compliant layer, two types of TiCx 

coating (RC-TiC and QC-TiC) were deposited onto the carbon coating using reactive 

magnetron sputtering. XPS was applied to analyse the chemical composition and 

bonding structure of the TiCx coatings, as shown in Fig. 2a and 2b. Both XPS spectra 

for the two coatings consist of a C-Ti peak centred at ~282.2 eV and a C-C peak at 

~284.4 eV, which is only present in the RC-TiC coating [21,22,23]. The C-C peak may 

arise from both sp2 and sp3-hybridised carbon [24,25], and the C-Ti peak can be 

associated with a number of Ti-carbide phases. This indicates that only a small amount 

of C forms crystalline carbide compounds, and that the RC-TiC coating was indeed rich 

in carbon, with a composition near TiC1.6, according to the area ratio between the C-C 

and C-Ti peaks. Combined with the HRTEM results given in Fig. 2c, amorphous carbon 

segregates several crystalline particles, identified as cubic TiC, with the diffraction 

pattern shown in the inset of Fig. 2c. These are globular TiC nanocrystals (marked with 

white circles in Fig. 2c) with an average size of several nanometers and are covered by 

a ~10 nm layer of amorphous carbon, which corresponds with the XPS analysis. A large 

face-centred-cubic (fcc) quasi-stochiometric grain of TiC is observed in Fig. 2d, with 

the diffraction pattern shown in the inset figure. This is in agreement with the XPS 

spectra. Obviously, the TiC crystal grains (~ 20 nm) are noticeably larger than the 

nanocrystalline (~ 5 nm) TiC grains embedded in the amorphous carbon matrix, which 

appears to have limited the growth of TiC grains in the RC-TiC coating. The 

microstructural difference between the two TiCx coatings is strongly dependant on the 

carbon content of the coating, which is also observed in other reported works [20,22]. 
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In addition, a typical SiC fibre with a C/TiCx duplex coating (i.e. 2μm /0.8μm) is shown 

in Fig. 2e to illustrate the coating microstructure. 

 

Fig.2 The XPS patterns for (a) RC-TiC coating; and (b) QC-TiC coating; HRTEM 

images for (c) RC-TiC coating and (d) QC-TiC coating. Inset charts are the diffraction 

patterns for TiC coatings. (e) The SEM microstructure of the C/TiCx duplex coating. 

To investigate interfacial chemical stability, identical heat treatments at 1200 oC 

for 1h were also applied to the SiCf/C/TiCx/Ti17 composites, and the cross-sectional 

SEM micrographs obtained. These are exhibited in Fig. 3a-3f. Compared with Fig. 1d, 

the micrographs presented in fig 3.b and e clearly demonstrate the presence of a non-

continuous residual carbon coating, but almost intact SiC fibre in the heat treated 

SiCf/C/TiCx/Ti composite, suggesting these coatings may offer superior protection to a   

C single coating. Upon further examination, a crack is visible around the interfacial 
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reaction layer in the SiCf/C/RC-TiC/Ti17 composite. The reaction layer is ~ 6 μm thick, 

and the residual carbon coating is ~ 0.6 μm thick. The brittle TiC is prone to crack 

initiation due to the large volume change associated with growth of the interfacial 

reaction layer. Fortunately, a more favourable, cohesive and adherent interfacial zone 

is established in the SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite, yielding a narrower reaction layer 

~ 5 μm thick and a thicker continuous residual carbon coating layer of 1 μm. This is 

further confirmed by the compact and continuous distribution of carbon in the layer 

region in the later composite (fig. 3.e). Taken together, from this evidence it can be 

concluded that the interfacial stability of the SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite is superior 

to the SiCf/C/RC-TiC/Ti17 composite, and much better than SiCf/C/Ti17 composite. 

It’s noticed that though all of the interfacial reaction zones mainly composed of TiC 

products in the three composites mentioned above, different phenomenon for interfacial 

stability observed suggest that the different microstructures of TiC originating from 

interfacial reactions from the C single coating and, deposited RC-TiC layer and QC-

TiC layer, strongly effect the diffusion behaviour.  

 

Fig.3 Cross-sectional SEM images of C/TiCx duplex coating systems in Ti17 matrix : 

(a) the interfacial reaction layer between the fibre and the matrix, (b) carbon elemental 

mapping; and (c) titanium elemental mapping of the SiCf/C/RC-TiC/Ti17 composites 

after 1200 oC/1 hour heat exposure; (d) the interfacial reaction layer between the fibre 
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and the matrix, (e) carbon elemental mapping; and (f) titanium elemental mapping of 

the SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composites after 1200 oC/1 hour heat exposure. 

 

3.3 TEM insights on interfacial evolution  

Although the interfacial reaction layer between the carbon coating and the matrix 

is TiC, only the duplex coating with QC-TiC effectively inhibits the interfacial reaction, 

exhibiting significantly different behaviour as a protective barrier compared with the 

reaction compound TiC arising from C single coating and RC-TiC coating. In order to 

further elucidate the mechanism, the detailed microstructural features of the interfacial 

zones of as-prepared SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite were investigated by TEM, and 

compared to as-prepared SiCf/C/Ti17 composites. For as-prepared SiCf/C/Ti17 

composites, interfacial zones have been identified to consist of different-sized TiCx 

layers, including a fine-grained TiCx layer with few amorphous C located at grains 

boundaries near the carbon coating, a transition-grained TiCx layer with non apparent 

amorphous C in the middle zone, and a coarse-grained TiCx layer adjacent to the Ti 

matrix. The grain size ranges from ~10 nm in the fine-grained TiCx layer to ~300nm in 

coarse-grained TiCx layer, resulting from continuous C diffusion from the C coating 

across the TiC layer, and gradual growth of matrix grains during consolidation [10,26]. 

As a result, there is also a C concentration gradient across the whole TiCx reaction zone, 

gradually declining from fine-grained TiCx layer to coarse-grained TiCx layer. This 

structure allows for short-circuit diffusion and intracrystalline diffusion due to the 

aggregation of amorphous carbon at grain boundaries in the fine-grained TiCx layer, 

and the high concentration of C vacancies in sub-stoichiometric TiC respectively. 

Furthermore, defects such as voids or microcracks may also be present in the TiC layer 

induced by the interfacial reaction [9] due to the change in volume. These three factors 

combined (short-circuit diffusion caused by intercrystalline amorphous C, 

intracrystalline diffusion due to sub-stoichiometric and defects induced by volume 

change) accelerate C diffusion at high temperatures of 1200°C. Therefore, the 

deleterious interfacial reaction at high temperatures rapidly exhausts the carbon coating 

leading to further damage of the SiC fibre.  
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Examining the C/RC-TiC duplex coating, the growth of small TiC grains is limited 

by amorphous carbon in the RC-TiC coating, as depicted in Fig. 2a and 2c. 

Consequently, carbon may rapidly diffuse through the RC-TiC layer via grain 

boundaries where amorphous carbon assembles, similar to the fine-grained TiCx layer 

in the C single coating, where short-circuit diffusion is still the dominant mechanism 

responsible for fast C diffusion at 1200 °C [27], causing the faster increase in the 

thickness of the entire TiCx layer than C/RC-TiC duplex coating. 

In contrast to the C single coating which forms a TiCx interfacial reactive layer with 

a large gradient in C composition and grain size, TEM examination of the interfacial 

zone for the as-fabricated SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite (Fig. 4) shows much smaller 

gradients. Upon examination of the micrograph, a 0.8 μm reaction layer is apparent 

which corresponds to the original reactive sputtering deposited QC-TiC coating. The 

coating was originally deposited with a thickness of ~0.8 μm, thus no additional 

reactive TiCx layer formed, which suggests that the deposited QC-TiC effectively 

inhibits the deleterious interfacial reaction during HIP processing at 920°C, remaining 

almost inert in preventing C diffusion at this relative low temperature. Although the 

thickness of the deposited QC-TiC layer during composite HIP processing is unchanged, 

the grain structure of this layer coarsened from around 10 nm to several hundred 

nanometer, with a narrow 100 nm layer of ~ 50 nm grains adjacent to the amorphous 

carbon layer, and a wider ~700 nm thick layer of ＞ 500 nm grains adjacent to the Ti 

matrix (shown in Fig. 4a and 4b). It’s interesting that two layers of different grain size 

have emerged after HIPing the uniformly deposited TiCx coating at 920℃. Through 

closer observation on the fine-grained TiCx layer at higher magnification, a small 

amount of amorphous carbon is observed at TiC grain boundaries near the C coating, 

which was not present before HIP consolidation, as shown in Fig. 4c and 4d. It is 

evidence that the adjacent amorphous carbon can diffusion along TiC grain boundaries 

during TiCx grain growth during HIP consolidation, thus limiting TiC grain growth and 

forming the thin fine-grained TiCx layer observed, which can itself act as a short-circuit 

diffusion path. Accordingly, the observed superior diffusion inhibition of the C/QC-TiC 

duplex coating likely contributes to the formation of the coarse-grained TiCx layer. 
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Furthermore, the C concentration across the deposited TiC zone has been measured (as 

shown in Table 1, spot A1 to A5). A hyper-stoichiometric C concentration appears in 

the fine-grained TiCx layer close to the carbon coating, while  the coarse-grained TiCx 

layer is quasi stoichiometric, unlike the steep C gradient in a C single coating. Thus, 

though there is a quite thin fine-grained TiCx layer serving as short-circuit diffusion 

layer, the main constitution of deposited TiCx layer after 920 ℃ hipping is still coarse-

grained, quasi stoichiometric TiCx. 

Considering the interfacial reaction mechanism, the interfacial reaction occurs 

when C diffuses into the Ti matrix and reacts with the α-Ti/β-Ti phase [10,26], while 

there is hardly C diffusion through the existing QC-TiC layer due to obstruction by the 

quasi-stoichiometric coarse-grained TiCx layer. As such, larger coarse grained  (＞500 

nm) quasi-stoichiometric TiCx in the SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite should more 

effectively inhibit C diffusion than the coarse-grained (＞100 nm) sub-stoichiometric 

TiCx in SiCf/C/Ti17 composite.  

 

Fig. 4 TEM images of (a) interfacial zone for C/TiCx and TiCx/Ti17 matrix and (b) 

interfacial zone for the as-fabricated SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite, high 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

file:///D:/Users/juan/AppData/Local/Youdao/Dict/7.5.2.0/resultui/dict/
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magnification image for (c) interfacial zone nearby carbon coating and (d) boundary 

between two TiCx grains in the TiC layer adjacent to the carbon coating.  

 

Table 1 - C and Ti content as measured by EDS for five spots across the reaction layer 

(identified in fig. 4a) in a composite with C/QC-TiC duplex coating before and after 

1200°C /1h heat exposure, respectively. 

As processed  

SiCf/C/ QC-TiC /Ti17 composite 

1200°C/1h exposed 

 SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite 

Sample No. C (at.%) Ti (at.%) Sample No. C(at.%) Ti (at.%) 

A1 55.6 40.9 B1 88.1 11.9 

A2 47.5 48.5 B2 60.9 39.1 

A3 46.6 49.8 B3 53.6 46.4 

A4 46.3 50.8 B4 52.1 47.9 

A5 46.5 51.2 B5 51.2 48.8 

In order to inspect the interfacial evolution for SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite, the 

TEM sample for SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite after 1200 ℃ exposure was 

investigated. As Fig. 5a and 5b shown, in contrast to as-deposited SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 

composite, the TiCx grains in close proximity to the carbon coating have grown and 

coarsened from the original ~50 nm to 200~300 nm after heat treatment, which can be 

understood as the original fine-grained TiCx layer having disappeared and a new ~400 

nm thick transition-grained TiCx layer formed. This is analogous to the microstructural 

evolution of a C single coating system after heat treatment at 1100°C for 2 hr [10]. 

Moreover, the coarse-grained TiCx layer thickened to ＞ 4 μm from the initial ~700 

nm thick as prepared layer. It’s worthy noticing that the thickness of the coarse-grained 

TiCx layer (＞ 4 μm) far exceeds the thickness of transition-grained TiCx layer (~ 400 

nm),  which may be evidence that the thickening of transition-grained TiCx layer is 

confined during high temperature exposure. In addition, the EDS results for spot B1 to 

B5 along the TiCx layer growth direction indicated that carbon content is fairly high in 

the transition TiCx layer, and gradually decreases to quasi-stoichiometric in the coarse-
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grained TiCx layer (see Table 1). Compared with the as-fabricated SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 

composite, the thickening of the hyperstoichiometric reaction layer after 1200 ℃ 

exposure probably originates from more carbon direct diffusion into the TiC grains 

boundaries. As evidenced in Fig. 5c and 5d, significant amounts of amorphous carbon 

are observed between two grains in the transition-grained TiCx layer adjacent to the 

inner C coating, accounting for the increased carbon content in this area and restricted 

grain growth in the transition-grained TiCx layer. Fortunately, the thick, coarse-grained 

TiCx layer still maintains quasi-stochiometry which effectively hinders C diffusion at 

high temperature due to its dense, (relatively) vacancy free crystalline structure [28]. 

Thus, the deposited quasi-stochiometric TiCx coating can evolve into coarsened grains 

with uniform composition and grain size during HIP consolidation, which provide 

better protection for SiC fibres and achieve better interface stability for the SiCf/Ti17 

composite even at 1200℃ relative to C single coating and C/RC-TiC duplex coating. 

This is due to low intracrystalline C diffusion through the thick, quasi-stoichiometric 

TiCx layer. 

 

Fig. 5 TEM images of : (a) interfacial zone and matrix and (b) interfacial zone for 

B1 B2 B3 
B4 

B5 
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1200°C/1h exposed SiCf/C/QC-TiC/Ti17 composite, high magnification image for (c) 

interfacial zone nearby carbon coating and (d) the magnification image for the area in 

the white square frame of (c), the inset chart of orange square frame is the diffraction 

pattern for the white square frame area. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, the deposited carbon/ QC-TiC duplex coating offers a significant 

improvement in the chemical stability of SiCf /Ti-alloy composites at high temperature 

relative to C single coatings and C/RC-TiC duplex coatings. Specifically, the interfacial 

reaction layer has structural and compositional gradients in the single layer carbon 

coating, leading to short-circuit diffusion due to the presence of amorphous carbon 

concentrating at grain boundary of a fine-grained TiC layer, and intracrystalline based 

diffusion supplied by C vacancies existing in a coarse-grained sub-stoichiometric TiC 

layer. This results in failure of SiC fibre protection at 1200 ℃. In addition, in the C/ RC-

TiC duplex coating, TiC nanograins are surrounded by amorphous carbon that also 

served as short-circuit diffusion paths, giving rise to a similar failure mechanism as the 

simple carbon coating at high temperatures. In contrast, the introduction of a C/QC-TiC 

duplex coating can effectively prevent carbon diffusion induced by amorphous carbon-

caused short-circuit diffusion and sub- stoichiometric-caused intracrystalline diffusion 

in the simple carbon coating. This is achieved by the formation of a compact, quasi-

stoichiometric coarse-grained TiC layer. Thus, C/QC-TiC duplex coatings can provide 

much better protection for SiC fibres even at high temperatures of 1200℃ by 

comparison to C single coatings and C/RC-TiC duplex coatings, which open new 

avenues for high-temperature reaction barrier coatings for SiCf/Ti composites. 
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